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Post-Event Report 
 

Event The Annual Cultural Fest - Surlok’23 

Topic Surlok’23 

Organizer   AnC Society 

Date 22/3/23 - 24/3/23 

Timings  10:00 am - 5:00 pm 

Duration 7 hours /day 

Place/Platform College premises 

Number of Participants - 

Guest Speaker/Trainer - 

Welcome Speech - 

Introduction to the Speaker - 

Activities- 

● Annual cultural Fest is an event that is celebrated every year to showcase the rich cultural 

heritage of our college. This event is an opportunity for students to come together and 

celebrate their traditions and customs. 
● The venue of the annual cultural program is usually decorated with colorful and vibrant 

decorations that reflect the culture of the community. The venue is usually large enough to 

accommodate a large number of people and may be decorated with banners, flags, and 

streamers. 
● Surlok, The Annual cultural Fest of SGNDKC was held from 22nd to 24th March'23 at the 

College Premises. The fest was inaugurated by Our Principal Sir. He reflected on the 

relevance of cultural fest in the curriculum, how it builds team spirit, leadership quality and 

coordinating capacity among students. 
● Our college has organized various exciting and thrilling activities throughout the entire fest 

which made us all amazed and astounded. This breathtaking experience was just 

inexpressible. On first day , the fest started at 10 am with its inaugural at gurdwara sahib of 

college itself where our divinity society performed kirtan and also the jas gayan competition 

was organized where various college’s kirtan jatha came and performed kirtan where shabad 

should be from the bani of Guru Granth Sahib ji only.  After this, at stage the group folk 

dance competition started named ‘Desi Beats’ where teams performed unbeatable 

performances of various cultures including bhangra, giddha, bihu, ghoomar, kuchipudi, garba 

etc. and on the other hand at the same timing, the turbanator competition was organized 

which was a turban tying competition where individual have to tie turban in 7 minutes and 

also the Chitrakatha, on the spot photography competition was there in back side of college. 

At 11:30 am in gallery there was Solo singing competition named saptak’ and at same 

timing, the purana khazana competition was going on in room 122 where the waste products 

were recycled to make something usable. If talking about stage after group folk dance, the 

chief guest came and presented his words to all of us which motivated us to do some more 

events in future. After that, the solo dancing competition named ‘Aaja Nachle’ was done 

with a really different enthusiasm of participants. After this, around 2:30 the street play 

competition was organized named Dekh Tamasha’ near the college and at the same time ,the 

Poetry competition was there in gallery named Kavya Mela. 
● On 23rd march,2023 i.e. on the second day of Surlok 23; there was a videography 

competition scheduled at 10 am where creativity was the key to win as it was on the spot 

videography competition. At 10:30 am, the very exciting game of treasure hunt was 

organized by the ANC team named Dhamaal , with different rounds having so much fun 

which gained the main attraction of students. At 11 o'clock 3 events were going on side by 
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side named Pen yourself, Ad mad and beat boxing too, which was on stage. Pen yourself 

event was of creative writing where the participant had to write a short story on the topic 

given on the spot and ad mad was event of advertisement making. Copycat was another event 

where the participants were told to create a exact copy of the design. Group discussion was 

organized too named talk rocks. These all were the events going on in various classes except 

beat boxing. On the stage, the western group dance was organized named’ Chance pe 

Dance’, which was one of the best event of Surlok 23. The various dance performances were 

of next level and every team deserves to be appreciated a lot. ‘Amplify me’ was another 

stage event which created a different vibe. This was a competition of battle of bands where 

all the bands made so much effort to make us enjoy and vibe on their own made music and 

song.  
● Not only the events and games, a catchy photo booth, variety of stalls including a stall of 

different cuisine including Indian, Chinese, western etc. and the very supportive crowd made 

this event a huge success. There was a stall of jewellery and Handmade chocolates 

customised too which made us buy so precious memories of that day.  
● The last day of Surlok 23 was an artist's day where our college invited a very famous and 

popular Punjabi singer named Arjan Dhillon. Arjan Dhillon is a very talented Punjabi singer 

and lyricist who made various beautiful songs with such a meaningful lyrics and exciting 

music composition too. We all had wonderful enjoyment and had witnessed such a 

mesmerizing experience of our college life. His enchanting voice and the traditional Punjabi 

music vibes made us all match steps with the beats. I would like to mention some famous 

songs of his which are Heer,25-25, Trucker, Ki karde   je, salute, nakhre, hold on, mandeer 

and many more too. 
● “This fest was an unforgettable one and became a part of our important memories of college 

life.” 
Main Ideas 

● SURLOK means Heaven, a place of God. University is not only a place where you study 

from books and gain knowledge, but it’s a whole city in itself, where you learn the most 

important lessons of your life through experiences, events, fights, libraries and also through 

friendships. College aims for every student to pass with flying colors and be successful in 

their life. Our college organized SURLOK and the main idea behind it was to promote 

culture and traditions. Culture is basically an umbrella term which encompasses the social 

behaviour, institutions, and norms found in human societies, as well as the knowledge, 

beliefs, arts, and habits of the individuals in these groups. The aim was not only to promote 

culture but to also appreciate the hard work and efforts of students from all over universities 

who joined together and took part in our various competitions. This event helped students to 

portray their talent and skills in such spectacular moves and performances. The Annual 

Cultural fest is an important part of every student’s life as it passes by teaching on lessons 

which cannot be taught by sitting in classrooms. College is beyond academics too and these 

events are proof of it to make students more confident for their various talents. 
● Such events provide a chance for students to interact with peers from other institutions, 

exchange ideas and learn from each other. These interactions often lead to collaborations and 

partnerships that benefit the students in the long run. 

Vote of thanks:  

• Prof. Renu Duggal  
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Signature:  

Name: Prof. Renu Duggal  

(Convenor) 


